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Abstract—In this work we investigate optimal geographical
caching in heterogeneous cellular networks where different types
of base stations (BSs) have different cache capacities. Users
request files from a content library according to a known
probability distribution. The performance metric is the total hit
probability, which is the probability that a user at an arbitrary
location in the plane will find the content that it requires in one
of the BSs that it is covered by.
We consider the problem of optimally placing content in all
BSs jointly. As this problem is not convex, we provide a heuristic
scheme by finding the optimal placement policy for one type
of base station conditioned on the placement in all other types.
We demonstrate that these individual optimization problems are
convex and we provide an analytical solution. As an illustration,
we find the optimal placement policy of the small base stations
(SBSs) depending on the placement policy of the macro base
stations (MBSs). We show how the hit probability evolves as the
deployment density of the SBSs varies. We show that the heuristic
of placing the most popular content in the MBSs is almost
optimal after deploying the SBSs with optimal placement policies.
Also, for the SBSs no such heuristic can be used; the optimal
placement is significantly better than storing the most popular
content. Finally, we show that solving the individual problems
to find the optimal placement policies for different types of BSs
iteratively, namely repeatedly updating the placement policies,
does not improve the performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen extreme growth in data traffic over
cellular networks. The demand is expected to further increase
in the upcoming years such that current network infrastructures
[1] will not be able to support this data traffic [2]. One of
the bottlenecks is formed by the backhaul and a promising
means of reducing backhaul traffic is by reserving some
storage capacity at base stations (BSs) and use these as caches
[3]. In this way, part of the data is stored at the wireless
edge and the backhaul is used only to refresh this stored
data. Data replacement will depend on the users’ demand
distribution over time. Since this distribution is varying slowly,
the stored data can be refreshed at off-peak times. Thus, caches
containing popular content can serve users without incurring
a load on the backhaul.
Recently, there has been growing interest in caching in
cellular networks. In [4] Shanmugam et al. focus on the
content placement problem and analyze which files should be
cached by which helpers for the given network topology and
file popularity distribution by minimizing the expected total
file delay. In [5] Poularakis et al. provide an approximation
algorithm for the problem of minimizing the user content
requests routed to macrocell base stations with constrained
cache storage and bandwidth capacities. In [6] Błaszczyszyn
et al. revisit the optimal content placement in cellular caches
by assuming a known distribution of the coverage number
and provide the optimal probabilistic placement policy which
guarantees maximal total hit probability. In [7] Maddah-Ali et
al. developed an information-theoretic lower bound for the
caching system for local and global caching gains. In [8]
Ioannidis et al. propose a novel mechanism for determining the
caching policy of each mobile user that maximize the system’s
social welfare. In [9] Poularakis et al. consider the content
storage problem of encoded versions of the content files. In
[10] Bastug et al. couple the caching problem with the physical
layer. In [11] Altman et al. compare the expected cost of
obtaining the complete data under uncoded and coded data al-
location strategies for caching problem. Cache placement with
the help of stochastic geometry and optimizing the allocation
of storage capacity among files in order to minimize the cache
miss probability problem is presented by Avrachenkov et al. in
[12]. A combined caching scheme where part of the available
cache space is reserved for caching the most popular content
in every small base station, while the remaining is used for
cooperatively caching different partitions of the less popular
content in different small base stations, as a means to increase
local content diversity is proposed by Chen et al. in [13]. In
[14] Dehghan et al. associate each content a utility, which is
a function of the corresponding content hit probabilities and
propose utility-driven caching by formulating an optimization
problem to maximize the sum of utilities over all contents.
The main contribution of this paper is to find optimal
placement strategies that maximize total hit probability in
heterogeneous cellular networks. Our focus is on hetero-
geneous cellular networks in which an operator wants to
jointly optimize the cached content in macro base stations
(MBSs) and small base stations (SBSs) with different storage
capacities. This problem is not convex. Therefore, we provide
a heuristic scheme and optimize only one type of cache (e.g.
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SBS) with the information coming from other types of caches
(e.g. MBS and other SBSs with different cache capacities) at
each iteration step.
We show that whether MBSs use the optimal deployment
strategy or store “the most popular content”, has no impact
on the total hit probability after deploying the SBSs with
optimal content placement policies. We show that it is crucial
to optimize the content placement strategy of the SBSs in order
to maximize the overall performance. We show that heuristic
policies like storing the popular content that is not yet available
in the MBSs result in significant performance penalties.
In Section II we start the paper with model and problem def-
inition. In Section III we present the optimal content placement
strategy problem and give required tools to solve it. We con-
clude this section by providing an iterative heuristic scheme for
the joint optimization problem. In Section IV we continue with
performance evaluation of the optimal placement strategies for
different probabilistic deployment scenarios. In Section V we
conclude the paper with discussions.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
Throughout the paper we will be interested in two types
of base stations, namely MBSs and SBSs. However, in this
section we will give a more general formulation as it is
possible to have SBSs with different storage capacities in some
topologies. We consider a heterogeneous cellular network with
L-different types of base stations in the plane. These base
stations are distributed according to a homogeneous spatial
process [15]. All base stations have a coverage radius r. Let
Ni, i = 1, . . . , L, denote the number of base stations of type
i that are covering a user at an arbitrary location in the plane.
Furthermore, let p(i)ni := P[Ni = ni] and pn := P[N = n],
where N = (N1, . . . ,NL) and n = (n1, . . . , nL) . Each base
station is equipped with a cache and we will refer to caches
in base stations of type i as type−i caches. Caches of type i
have capacity Ki ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , L, meaning that they can
store Ki files from the content library C = {c1, c2, . . . , cJ}.
All files have equal size.
Users independently request files from C according to
probability distribution a1, . . . , aJ , where aj is the probability
of requesting file cj . The probability that file cj is requested is
denoted as aj . Without loss of generality, a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · ≥ aJ .
We use the probabilistic content placement policy of [6].
In this policy each cache is storing a random subset of
the files in the content library. In particular, the probability
that a type−i cache is storing file cj is independent and
identically distributed over all type−i caches. Placement is
also independent over caches of different types. We denote
the probability that the content cj is stored at a type−i cache
as
b
(i)
j := P (cj stored in type−i cache) , (1)
and the content placement strategy b(i) = (b(i)1 , . . . , b
(i)
J ) as a
J-tuple for any type−i cache.
 
Fig. 1. A realization of the probabilistic placement policy (J = 6 and
K = 3). A random number is picked (0.68 in this case) and the vertical line
intersects with the optimal b(i) values. From this figure, we conclude that the
content subset {c1, c3, c5} will be cached.
One means obtaining a placement according this distribution
is as follows. The memory of a type−i cache is divided into Ki
continuous memory intervals of unit length. Then b(i)j values
fill the cache memory sequentially and continue filling the next
slot if not enough space is available in the memory slot that
it has started filling in as in the end completely covering the
Ki memory intervals. Then, for any type−i cache, a random
number from the interval [0, 1] is picked and the intersecting
Ki files are cached. An example is shown in Figure 1.
III. CONTENT PLACEMENT PROBLEM - INDIVIDUAL
OPTIMIZATION
A. Formulation of the problem
We start this section with defining our performance met-
ric and the formulation of the optimization problem. The
performance metric is the total hit probability which is the
probability that a user will find the content that he requires in
one of the caches that he is covered by. We assume that the
content placement strategy for the probability distribution over
J files through all L−1 types is fixed and known and we will
solve the optimization problem for only one type. In this sec-
tion, without loss of generality, we consider the optimization
of type−1. For notational convenience, superscript c in the
notation b(i)
c
j indicates that the content placement strategy for
type−i is known and constant. Then, the total hit probability
is given by
f
(
b(1)
)
= 1−
J∑
j=1
aj
∞∑
n1=0
(1− b(1)j )n1p(1)n1 q(j, n1), (2)
where
q(j, n1) = P (non type−1 caches miss the file cj)
=
∞∑
n2=0
· · ·
∞∑
nL=0
L∏
l=2
(1− b(l)cj )nlP (NL2 = nL2 |N1 = n1),
where nL2 = (n2, . . . , nL) and NL2 = (N2, . . . ,NL) are
(L−1)-tuples representing the coverage vectors of non type−1
caches.
We define the optimization problem to find the optimal
content placement strategy maximizing the total hit probability
for a type−1 cache as follows:
Problem 1.
max f
(
b(1)
)
s.t. b
(1)
1 + · · ·+ b(1)J = K1, b(1)j ∈ [0, 1], ∀j. (3)
B. Solution of the optimization problem
In this section, we will analyze the structure of the opti-
mization problem.
Lemma 1. Problem 1 is a convex optimization problem.
Proof: The objective function is separable with respect
to (w.r.t.) b(1)1 , . . . , b
(1)
J (Replace
∑J
j=1 aj = 1 and rewrite the
objective function (2).). 1− f (b(1)) is increasing and convex
in b(1)j , ∀j. Hence, it is a convex function of
(
b
(1)
1 , . . . , b
(1)
J
)
.
We already showed that 1− f (b(1)) is convex by Lemma
1 and the constraint set is linear as given in (3). Thus, the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions provide necessary and
sufficient conditions for optimality. The Lagrangian function
corresponding to Problem 1 becomes
L
(
b(1), ν,λ,ω
)
=
J∑
j=1
aj
∞∑
n1=0
(1− b(1)j )n1p(1)n1 q(j, n1)
+ ν
 J∑
j=1
b
(1)
j −K1
− J∑
j=1
λjb
(1)
j +
J∑
j=1
ωj
(
b
(1)
j − 1
)
,
(4)
where b(1), λ, ω ∈ RJ+ and ν ∈ R.
Let b¯(1), λ¯, ω¯ and ν¯ be primal and dual optimal. The KKT
conditions for Problem 1 state that
J∑
j=1
b¯
(1)
j = K1, (5)
0 ≤ b¯(1)j ≤ 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , J, (6)
λ¯j ≥ 0, ∀j = 1, . . . , J, (7)
ω¯j ≥ 0, ∀j = 1, . . . , J, (8)
λ¯j b¯
(1)
j = 0, ∀j = 1, . . . , J, (9)
ω¯j
(
b¯
(1)
j − 1
)
= 0, ∀j = 1, . . . , J, (10)
−aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1(1− b(1)j )n1−1p(1)n1 q(j, n1) + ν¯ − λ¯j + ω¯j = 0,
(11)
∀j = 1, . . . ,J.
Theorem 1. The optimal content placement strategy for Prob-
lem 1 is
b¯
(1)
j =

1, if ν¯ < ajp
(1)
1 q(j, 1)
0, if ν¯ > aj
∑∞
n1=0
n1p
(1)
n1 q(j, n1),
φ(ν¯), otherwise,
(12)
where φ(ν¯) is the solution over b(1)j of
aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1(1− b(1)j )n1−1p(1)n1 q(j, n1) = ν¯, (13)
and ν¯ can be obtained as the unique solution to the additional
constraint
b¯
(1)
1 + · · ·+ b¯(1)J = K1. (14)
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
Finding the optimal content placement strategy for all types
of caches jointly is an interesting problem. However, this
optimization problem is not convex. Hence, we provide a
heuristic algorithm to see how the overall system performance
is improved. The procedure is as follows. At each iteration
step we find the optimal strategy for a specific type of cache
assuming that the placement strategies for other types of
caches are known and fixed. Then we continue with the
same procedure for the next type and we continue iterating
over different types. In the next section we will evaluate the
performance of this scheme.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we will specify different network coverage
models and show the performances of the placement strategies.
In both models we use Zipf distribution for the file populari-
ties. The probability that a user will ask for content cj is equal
to
aj =
j−γ∑J
j=1 j
−γ , (15)
where γ > 0 is the Zipf parameter.
A. Poisson Point Process (PPP) Model
The caches follow a two-dimensional (2D) spatial homo-
geneous Poisson process with type−i caches independently
distributed in the plane with density λi > 0, i = 1, . . . , L. The
number of type−i caches within radius r follows a Poisson
distribution with parameter ti = λipir2, i.e.,
p(i)ni = P (ni type−i caches within radius r)
=
tnii
ni!
e−ti . (16)
The user is covered by ni type−i caches and distribution
of the different type of caches is independent of each other.
Therefore, the total coverage distribution probability mass
function pn will be the product of individual probability
distributions
pn = p
(1)
n1 p
(2)
n2 . . . p
(L)
nL . (17)
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Fig. 2. Optimal content placement strategy b¯(2) for SBSs with different
deployment densities λ2 [OPT/OPT] (PPP).
Consider the case of two types of caches in the plane.
Type−1 caches represent MBSs and type−2 caches represent
SBSs with K1 and K2-slot cache memories, respectively. The
content library size is J = 100. We set K1 = 1 and K2 = 2.
We set the Zipf parameter γ = 1 and taking aj according
to (15). Also we set λ1 = 0.5 and r = 1. We will consider
various values for the deployment densities of SBSs, namely
λ2. Our aim is to compare the optimal content placement
strategy with various heuristics. Therefore, we will compare
various scenarios in the remainder of this subsection.
For the [OPT/OPT] scenario first we find the optimal
solution for MBSs assuming that there are no SBSs in
the plane. Solving this optimization problem gives b¯(1) =
(0.7136, 0.2723, 0.0141, 0, . . . , 0). The optimal content place-
ment strategy results in storing the first three most popular
files into MBSs with given probabilities and the resulting hit
probability is f
(
b¯(1)
)
= 0.1649. Then we set b(1)
c
= b¯(1),
take it as an input, add SBSs into the plane and find the
optimal content placement strategy b¯(2) for SBSs. We observe
that applying the iterative optimization procedure, namely
repeatedly updating b¯(1) and b¯(2), does not improve the hit
probability. From Figure 2, after deploying SBSs we see that
when the deployment density of SBSs is low compared to
MBSs, only the first three most popular files are stored in
SBSs. As the deployment density of SBSs increases, we see
that probability of storing less popular files in the caches
increases.
For the [POP/OPT] scenario we consider a heuristic for the
placement in MBSs: The most popular content c1 is stored at
MBSs with probability (w.p.) 1, i.e., b¯(1) = (1, 0, . . . , 0). The
resulting hit probability is f
(
b¯(1)
)
= 0.1527. It is important
to note that the hit probability under this heuristic policy is
not significantly different from the optimal hit probability.
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Fig. 3. Optimal content placement strategy b¯(2) for SBSs with different
deployment densities λ2 [POP/OPT] (PPP).
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Fig. 4. The total hit probability evaluation for different SBS deployment
densities (PPP).
Next we add SBSs. We set b(1)
c
= b¯(1), take it as an input,
add SBSs into the plane and find the optimal content placement
strategy b¯(2) for SBSs. From Figure 3, after deploying SBSs
we see that when the deployment density of SBSs is low
compared to MBSs, only c2 and c3 are stored in SBSs with
probability 1 in order to increase the chance of the user to get
these files. As the deployment density of SBSs increases, we
see that probability of storing c1 in SBSs slightly increases.
However, we see that since we cannot get c2 and c3 from any
of the MBSs, probabilities of deploying c2 and c3 are always
higher than c1. Probability of storing other files also increases
as the λ2 increases.
From Figure 4, we see that the difference between the
hit probabilities using the [OPT/OPT] and the [POP/OPT]
heuristics decreases as the density of SBSs increases, i.e. we
can use a heuristic placement policy for MBSs as finding the
optimal content placement strategy for SBSs compensate the
performance penalty caused by ill-adjusted content placement
of MBSs. However, as we will see next, no straightforward
heuristic seems to exist for the content placement policy in
SBSs.
The first heuristic is to use is to store the two most popular
files in SBSs, denoted by [OPT/H1] and [POP/H1] for an
optimal and a heuristic policy in MBS, respectively. The
second heuristic is to store the second and third most popular
files in SBSs [POP/H2]. From Figure 4 it is clear that these
heuristic policies achieve significantly lower hit probability
than the optimal policy.
B. M-or-none deployment model
Type−1 caches represent MBSs and follow a two-
dimensional (2D) spatial homogeneous Poisson process with
density λ1 > 0, and number of MBSs within radius r follows
a Poisson distribution satisfying (16) with i = 1.
We assume that if a user is covered by at least one MBS
(type−1 cache), then it should be covered by M caches in
total. As a result, network operators serve users with providing
them M caches as long as they are connected to one of the
macro base stations. If a user is not in the coverage area of
a MBS, then it doesn’t receive any service from other caches
either at all. Therefore, we have
P
(
NL2 = nL2 |N1 = 0
)
=
{
0 if max{nL2 } > 0,
1 if max{nL2 } = 0,
and
P
(
NL2 = nL2 |N1 = n1
)
=
{
0 if
∑L
l=2 nl 6= (M − n1)+,
1 if
∑L
l=2 nl = (M − n1)+,
when n1 > 0.
Consider the case of two types of caches in the plane.
Type−1 caches represent MBSs and type−2 caches represent
SBSs with K1 and K2-slot cache memories, respectively. The
content library size is J = 100. We set K1 = 1 and K2 = 2.
Also, we set the Zipf parameter γ = 1 and taking aj according
to (15). Also we set λ1 = 0.5 and r = 1.
For the [OPT/OPT] scenario, optimal content placement
strategy for MBSs is b¯(1) = (0.7136, 0.2723, 0.0141, 0, . . . , 0)
and the resulting hit probability is f
(
b¯(1)
)
= 0.1649. Then
we set b(1)
c
= b¯(1), take it as an input and find the optimal
content placement strategy b¯(2) for different M values. We
observe that using the iterative optimization procedure, namely
repeatedly updating b¯(1) and b¯(2), does not improve the hit
probability. From Figure 5, we see that the probability of
storing less popular files increases as M increases.
For the [POP/OPT] scenario, we have b¯(1) = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
and the resulting hit probability is f
(
b¯(1)
)
= 0.1527. Then
we set b(1)
c
= b¯(1), take it as an input, add SBSs into the
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Fig. 5. Optimal content placement strategy b¯(2) for SBSs for different M
values [OPT/OPT] (M-or-None).
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Fig. 6. Optimal content placement strategy b¯(2) for SBSs for different M
values [POP/OPT] (M-or-None).
plane and find the optimal content placement strategy b¯(1) for
SBSs. From Figure 6, as c1 is stored in MBSs w.p. 1 and
SBSs are present in the system only when n1 > 0, c1 is never
stored at SBSs. We see that probability of storing c2 and c3
decreases and probability of storing other files increases as M
increases.
From Figure 7, we see that the hit probabilities under the
[OPT/OPT] and the [POP/OPT] are identical and increase as
M increases, i.e. we can use a heuristic placement policy
for MBSs. For heuristic SBS deployment policies, [OPT/H1],
[POP/H1] and [POP/H2] policies achieve significantly lower
hit probability than the optimal policy.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown that whether MBSs use
the optimal deployment strategy or store “the most popular
M
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Fig. 7. The total hit probability evaluation for different M values (M-or-
None).
content”, has very limited impact on the total hit probability
if the SBSs are using the optimal deployment strategy. It is
important to optimize the content placement strategy of the
SBSs and the total hit probability is increased significantly
when the SBSs use the optimal deployment strategy. It is
shown that heuristic policies for SBSs like storing the popular
content that is not yet available in the MBS results in signif-
icant performance penalties. To conclude, using the optimal
deployment strategy for the SBSs is crucial and it ensures
the overall network to have the greatest possible total hit
probability independent of the deployment policy of MBSs.
Finally, we have shown that solving the individual problem
to find optimal content placement strategy for different types
of base stations iteratively, namely repeatedly updating the
placement strategies of the different types, does not improve
the hit probability.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
From (9), (10) and (11), we have
ω¯j = b¯
(1)
j
[
aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1(1− b(1)j )n1−1p(1)n1 q(j, n1)− ν¯
]
, (18)
which, when insterted into (10), gives
b¯
(1)
j
(
b¯
(1)
j − 1
)[
aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1(1− b(1)j )n1−1p(1)n1 q(j, n1)
]
= ν¯.
(19)
From (19), we see that 0 < b¯(1)j < 1 only if
ν¯ = aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1(1− b(1)j )n1−1p(1)n1 q(j, n1).
Since we know that 0 ≤ b(i)j ≤ 1, this implies that
ν¯ ∈
[
ajp
(1)
1 q(j, 1), aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1p
(1)
n1 q(j, n1)
]
.
If ν¯ < ajp
(1)
1 q(j, 1), we have
ω¯j = λ¯j + aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1(1− b(1)j )n1−1p(1)n1 q(j, n1)− ν¯ > 0.
Thus, from (10), we have b¯(1)j = 1. Similarly, if ν¯ >
aj
∑∞
n1=0
n1p
(1)
n1 q(j, n1), we have
λ¯j = ω¯j + ν¯ − aj
∞∑
n1=0
n1(1− b(1)j )n1−1p(1)n1 q(j, n1) > 0.
Hence, from (9), we have b¯(1)j = 0.
Finally, since
∑J
j=1 b
(1)
j is a decreasing function in ν,
solving J equations of (13) satisfying (14) give the unique
solution ν¯.
